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Its author, James Edward Austen-Leigh (), was her nephew, the son of her eldest brother
James and his second wife Mary Lloyd. A Memoir of Jane Austen brings together
Austen-Leigh's recollections of â€˜dear Aunt Janeâ€™ with the recollections of various other
members of. James Edward Austen-Leigh's Memoir of his aunt Jane Austen was published in ,
over fifty years after her death. Together with the shorter recollections of.
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'I doubt whether it would be possible to mention any author of note, whose personal obscurity
was so complete.'.
James Edward Austen-Leigh's Memoir of his aunt Jane Austen was published in , over fifty
years after her death. Together with the shorter. Memoir of Jane Austen. Table of Contents.
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Society from the world's most extensive Now reissued in series with our Austen collection,
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